
1928 Bentley 4 1/2 Litre  

$577,777 Ex Gov't Charge*

Category: Used
Kilometres: 11264 kms
Colour: Green
Transmission: Manual
Body: Convertible
Drive Type: Rear Wheel Drive
Fuel Type: Petrol
Engine: 4.5 Litres
Reg Plate: Unregistered
Cylinders: 4 cylinders
Stock #: 2405
VIN: NT3138 

Dealer: David Ekberg
Address: 4 Wandarri Court, Cheltenham VIC 3192
Phone: 03 9585 7842

Dealer Comments

First ever Bentley 4 1’2 Litre offered on Carsales and quite the opportunity to acquire a very desirable car. Just



662 were manufactured by the original Bentley company and it is thought that around 450 of these have survived.
Every one is now a highly sought-after classic as the legend of the Bentley Boys and their exploits only gets
stronger. The quintessential version is the replica Vanden Plas tourer in British Racing Green with Green trim and
that’s just what we have here.

Sold new in England and originally fitted with a Gurney Nutting Weymann-style fabric saloon, by WWII it had been
converted into an ambulance, according to our reference books. It was evidently neglected in the post-War years
and, as a project, it was acquired in the early 1980s by Australia’s then pre-eminent Bentley restorer and imported
here. A meticulous restoration ensued and a new owner found, who remarkably kept the car until his recent
passing. For some thirty-five years this Bentley has been active in BDC events and, following a recent service by a
marque specialist, is ready to tackle new adventures.

Note that the odometer reads in miles and has, we are pretty confident, been around the clock at least once.

We are marque specialists with Australia's largest range of Bentley cars for sale in our showroom in Bayside
Melbourne. We offer our customers the following benefits:
• Bentley logbook servicing
• competitive finance to approved purchasers
• interstate transport arranged at attractive rates
• specialist vehicle inspections at our premises
• trade-ins accepted

* If the price does not contain the notation that it is "Drive Away No More to Pay", the price may not include additional costs, such as stamp duty and other government
charges. Please confirm price and features with the seller of the vehicle.
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